Tuning Microsoft Exchange
Server 2003 Performance at
First Citizens Bank
A look at the services offered by Hitachi Data
Systems Global Solution Services (GSS) for
Microsoft Exchange Server

Executive Summary
Microsoft Exchange Server is unique among enterprise applications. No other piece of
software is relied on by so many people in the organization. For many, availability of
Exchange Server functionality is critical to the day-to-day operation of the business. Take
away Exchange Server and many organizations come to a standstill.
With the advent of Exchange Server 2003, Microsoft enabled its enterprise edition messaging
platforms to access storage hosted on a storage area network (SAN). Although this
functionality dramatically improves Exchange Server scalability and availability, it also
complicates performance management for administrators. From the Exchange Server
perspective visibility into the storage infrastructure stops at the drive letter allocated by the
server operating system. But, beneath the surface, multiple layers of storage network
complexity exist, each having the potential to affect Exchange Server response times and enduser service levels.
Gaining a complete view of the I/O path—software, servers, host bus adapters (HBAs),
switches, switch and storage subsystem ports, storage subsystem, and disks that collectively
make up the Exchange Server infrastructure—is essential to understanding and managing
performance. But accessing this information is no easy task. Few tools offer a sufficiently
detailed picture for administrators to state with certainty the cause of poor response times.
First Citizens Bank (FCB) of North Carolina faced just this problem. With an Exchange
Server environment sharing SAN-attached storage resources with other enterprise
applications, administrators had difficulty identifying the exact cause of performance issues.
Automated teller machine (ATM) applications, sharing the same storage system as Exchange
Server, were suffering intermittent performance problems, costing upwards of $20,000 per
day in lost revenue. Although guidelines from Microsoft’s best practices were followed, it
was impossible to tell how Exchange and the other applications were interacting and what
changes in the environment were causing performance thresholds to be exceeded.
“Hitachi Data Systems Global Solution Services and Hitachi HiCommand®
Tuning Manager software provide invaluable help in keeping our Microsoft
Exchange Server environment running smoothly. "
Bill Johnson, Director of Storage Services, FCB
With a Hitachi TagmaStore® Universal Storage Platform providing consolidated capacity to
many FCB enterprise applications, administrators logically turned to Hitachi Data System
Global Solution Services (GSS) organization for help. Using a combination of Hitachi
HiCommand® Tuning Manager software, custom Tuning Manager software reports,
Exchange Server expertise, and simple rules of thumb, the Hitachi Data Systems professional
services consultants solved the ATM application performance problem, and gave FCB
administrators the tools and knowledge to ensure storage systems used by the enterprise
messaging environment remain fully optimized.
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Staying On Top of Microsoft Exchange Performance
Although the availability requirements of Microsoft Exchange Server are frequently
compared to a dial tone—end-users just assume it will always be there when needed—in
reality, the capabilities provided by Exchange are far more important than telephone services.
E-mail is often the primary mode of communication with customers, partners, suppliers, and
employees. An interruption to availability directly compromises revenue generating business
processes, slows productivity, and disrupts critical supply chains. Added to this, the
collaboration, contact, and calendaring tools that Exchange Server mediates are often integral
to the smooth operations of the organization at the highest level.
Given the importance of Exchange Server to day-to-day operation of the organization it is
understandable that the Information Technology (IT) infrastructure supporting the application
is considered one of the most critical in the enterprise. System performance is a crucial aspect
of Exchange Server availability. Poor performance is equivalent to an outage, impacting
service level agreements and frustrating employee productivity. However, as with other
complex components of the IT infrastructure, ensuring optimal operation of the messaging
environment is not a simple task.
Although best practices provide administrators with configuration and performance
management guidelines, these approaches to tuning tend to be overly conservative in the
allocation of resources and do not take into account the constantly changing nature of the IT
infrastructure. A dynamic Exchange Server environment requires continual attention to
changes if optimal performance is to be maintained.

Best Practices
Exchange Server administrators are not left to their own devices when it comes to
configuration and performance. Microsoft is keenly aware of the impact the storage
environment has on system throughput. With software and documentation, Microsoft gives
administrators tools that guide the placement of critical Exchange Server database and log
files. However, the tremendous complexity of the infrastructure hosting files for Exchange
Server makes it very difficult to ensure that a system remains well tuned.
For example, for optimum performance, best practices suggest that the database and log files
used by Exchange Server be spread across as many disks as possible. But, today’s
sophisticated storage systems have so many volumes and LUNs that it is very difficult to
guarantee files are being adequately placed. From the Exchange Server platform,
administrators see capacity allocated by drive letter making it impossible to really know
where the storage space is allocated. Even if Exchange Server files were correctly placed
during initial configuration, there is no mechanism to flag changes to the environment that
will adversely affect Exchange Server performance. And, one aspect of the IT environment is
universal: things will always change over time.
Making certain that inadvertent changes in the storage infrastructure do not compromise
Exchange Server performance is a major issue. First Citizens Bank (FCB), a Hitachi Data
Systems customer, experienced this problem first hand.

First Citizens Bank
FCB is a $12 billion publicly traded company and one of the largest family controlled
financial institutions in the US. Headquartered in Raleigh, North Carolina, the bank delivers a
complete portfolio of financial services to customers in North Carolina, Virginia, and West
Virginia through a network of over 350 branches and 400 ATMs.

In addition to providing services to its own bank, the FCB IT organization also acts as a
bureau, delivering technology services to numerous client banks owned by First Citizens
Bancshares, the FCB parent company. With 10,000 mailboxes, the
Microsoft Exchange Server environment at FCB is considered midFirst Citizens Corporate Profile
sized; however, performance of the infrastructure is critical to the
successful operation of all First Citizen Bancshares institutions.
“Exchange is not just about e-mail. It’s a tool that directly affects
the productivity of everyone at the bank.”
Chris McHargue, Senior Engineer, FCB Distributed Systems
Support team.

•
•
•

Established in 1898
Headquartered in Raleigh, N.C.
Serves North Carolina, Virginia,
West Virginia, Tennessee and
Maryland with 340 branches.

•

Parent company First Citizens
BancShares, Inc. is publicly traded

The FCB Exchange Environment
Installed on a four-node HP server at the primary data center in North
Carolina, the Microsoft Exchange Server environment services
messaging, calendars, contacts, and public folders for 5000 FCB and
client bank employees. The three-active, one-failover server
configuration is attached to a fibre channel (FC) storage area network
(SAN) and is front-ended by two Microsoft Message Transfer Agent
(MTA) servers. Each node on the Exchange server has redundant
HBAs and FC cables, eliminating possible single points of failure.
The FCB Distributed Systems Support (DSS) group, charged with
maintaining the messaging environment, conducts regular failover
tests to ensure the Exchange environment can recover smoothly from
any hardware related problems.

on Nasdaq under the symbol
FCNCA

•

One of the largest family-controlled
banks in the United States

•

First Citizens Bank offers a
complete line of financial services,
including personal banking, business
banking, investor services, trust
services and insurance services1

•
•

More than 5,000 employees
Total assets of more than $15
billion.

A Hitachi TagmaStore® Universal Storage Platform satisfies the storage requirements of the
Exchange environment. The Universal Storage Platform was chosen for its high capacity,
high-performance, and high-availability features, along with its ability to satisfy the
compliance requirements of SEC Rule 17a-4. By the end of the year, the Universal Storage
Platform will host 11TB of storage for the Exchange environment, delivered by highperformance 15,000 RPM disk drives. FCB anticipate doubling capacity requirements over
the coming year.
In addition to SEC requirements, the FCB IT group has rigorously documented all bank
application systems to comply with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. This process has helped to
clarify monitoring requirements, and the DSS group maintains a close eye on the changing
needs of the Exchange Server environment. Microsoft Operations Manager (MOM) is the
primary tool used by the DSS group to monitor Exchange Server. DSS engineers are often in
a position to call end-users to inform them of potential problems before the users are
themselves aware that an issue exists.

Client Banks
In addition to FCB end-users, the IT group provides services for several other financial
services organizations. These customers, known as client banks, are charged for IT services,
making the FCB IT group a profit center for the bank.
The presence of the client banks has heightened DSS group focus on Exchange availability.
Currently, the FCB client banks are the only Exchange users with formal service level
agreements (SLA). The SLAs document the client bank’s requirement for sub-10ms disk I/O
response times, 24-by-7 access to send and receive e-mail functionality, and, in a disaster,
restoration of messaging services within 24 hours of a failure. The MOM SLA scorecard is
used to assess whether client bank performance and availability requirements are being met
on an ongoing basis.

Figure 1. The Microsoft Operations Manager SLA Scorecard.
The FCB DSS group provides reports on client bank storage usage, which are then used for
chargeback. However, this is seen as an inequitable solution as it does not take account the
volume of e-mail messages received or the other services delivered by the IT group, such as
anti-spam protection and secure mail delivery.

Tiered Storage
Escalating demand for storage capacity is seen as one of the biggest issues facing the FCB
messaging environment. Previous mailbox size limits restricted the storage of messages to
only those received in the last 30 days. This prompted an explosion of .pst files on end-user
desktops, as employees reverted to manual methods of archiving old e-mail. The DSS groups
has estimated that 5TB of data exists in .pst files, and these are now being brought back
under central IT control for storage on the main Exchange Server platform.
As of the beginning of 2007, the DSS group will introduce a tiered storage configuration for
Exchange messages. In the new environment, users will be allowed to keep e-mail messages
for up to seven years. Software on the Exchange server will identify older messages for
archival to secondary SATA or tertiary tape storage. The archival process leaves behind a
stub, giving the end-user access to the old message. This will satisfy end-user need to retain email messages and alleviate capacity on tier one storage resources.

Exchange Performance
Along with storage capacity growth, Exchange Server performance is a significant issue for
FCB and the client banks served by the IT group. Degraded performance impacts Exchange
Server end-users in several ways: from delays retrieving information from Outlook calendars
and the preview pane; to slowness in moving between Outlook folders; and constant dialog
boxes indicating Outlook is communicating with the Exchange Server. Performance problems
can degrade system behavior to such an extent that Outlook becomes unusable, affecting
client bank customer SLAs.
When performance problems happen, FCB end-users are quick to call the help desk,
triggering the attention of one of the DSS engineers. Using performance analysis tools, like
MOM and Perfmon, the DSS engineer charged with responding to the trouble ticket will
attempt to diagnose the problem, looking for the obvious culprits, high CPU utilization,
network bottlenecks, and excessive I/O response times.

As with most business applications, I/O plays a significant role in the overall response time
experienced by end-users. However, unlike CPU and memory related problems, most
performance monitoring tools running on the Exchange Server platform do not have access to
detailed information from the storage infrastructure. This raises a secondary issue for the FCB
Exchange Server administrators: how to make sure they are talking about the same thing
when they discuss IOPS with the storage administrators who maintain the SAN.

Balancing Demand for IOPS
FCB administrators have learned over time that balancing IOPS across the Exchange Servers
is crucial to performance. The DSS team members meet once a month to review the IOPS
load. If problems are identified, mailboxes are moved around between machines to ensure all
servers are running optimally.
The DSS team has categorized end-users by the level of demand they place on the Exchange
infrastructure. Bank tellers are indicative of a low-level workload, requiring 0.2 IOPS per
user. Mid-level personnel, who make more use of Exchange Server calendars and tasks
functionality, consume around 0.5 IOPS per user. But the most demanding workload by far,
receiving hundreds of e-mails a day, with hundreds of tasks, thousands of contacts, and
making frequent use of calendars, is that of bank executives, who account for 1.0 IOPS per
users.
Understanding the interaction of the different users is critical to balancing performance on the
Exchange Server platform. Although thousands of low-level end-users can exist on a single
server without affecting performance, the addition of a handful of power users can quickly
slow down performance for everyone.
Another factor affecting IOPS balance is that the categorization of end-users is dynamic. As
bank employees receive training about the functionality available from the messaging systems
their usage becomes more sophisticated. This in turn grows end-user IOPS demand, requiring
further efforts from the DSS team to balance the workload.

Storage System Complexity
As a general rule of thumb, the FCB DSS group has determined that the more storage
allocated to the Exchange Servers the better. Although this results in a lot of unused capacity
it does produce the best performance. The caveat to this rule is that DSS engineers must
maintain a thorough understanding of where Exchange Server resources are allocated to avoid
introducing conflicts as storage is added to the systems. However, this is not as simple as it
seems.
The complexity of large-scale enterprise class storage systems masks the physical nature of
application data. From the server platform, applications view storage resources as a simple
drive letter assignment. This does not convey any information about the location of the
storage in the system, the ports on the storage subsystem that the data is accessed through, or
the path taken by the data through the storage network. The physical storage layer has the
potential to introduce performance conflicts in the I/O path, and without access to detailed
information about the SAN and storage subsystem, IT support staff will find it impossible to
diagnose problems.
FCB experienced this situation first hand when revenue-generating ATM applications, sharing
storage resources with Exchange Server, began experiencing critical performance problems.
At three different times during the workday, ATM application I/O response time deteriorated
from a healthy sub-1ms to a catastrophic 30ms. During these periods, access to the
mainframe-based application ground to a halt, costing FCB, on average, $20,000 per day in
lost revenue.

Hitachi HiCommand® Tuning Manager Software
Digging beneath the surface of Exchange Server I/O response time requires tools with access
to more detail than the drive letter and LUN associations commonly seen through the MOM
and Perfmon tools. Today, many enterprise applications share access to consolidated storage
resources on one or more SAN fabrics. Determining exactly what is happening in this
complex environment requires visibility into each component of the storage infrastructure and
an understanding of the I/O needs of enterprise applications.
Hitachi HiCommand® Tuning Manager software provides insight into the enterprise IT
environment along the entire path taken by application I/O. An automated, intelligent, and
path-aware storage resource management tool, Tuning Manager software maps, monitors,
analyzes, and reviews storage network resources in real-time, giving administrators instant
access to the current state of hosts, file systems, databases, SANs, and storage systems.
Using agent software, installed on platforms in the path of application I/O, Tuning Manager
software is able to provide a comprehensive assessment of the performance and capacity of
the entire I/O infrastructure. In addition to real-time reports, Tuning Manager software
compiles metrics in a historical database allowing administrators to compare current and past
behavior to quickly identify anomalies.

Figure 2. Hitachi HiCommand® Tuning Manager software integrates performance and
capacity data from the entire I/O path.
Tuning Manager software reports are based on real-time snapshots, past point in time, or
historical trending over a specified time period. And, reports are available from the
perspective of the host, storage system, SAN fabric, application, or NAS device. The
application perspective is provided via integration with common enterprise applications, such
as Oracle, IBM® DB2®, Microsoft SQL Server, and Microsoft Exchange Server, giving
administrators a complete picture of I/O path activity.

Tuning Manager software reports give administrators access to critical information necessary
for addressing performance problems, maintaining SLAs, predicting long-term trends, and
forecasting future application storage needs. Integration with Hitachi HiCommand® Device
Manager software allows Tuning Manager software to analyze performance and capacity
utilization on all Hitachi storage systems.

Custom Reports
In addition to standard solution set reporting options, provided with each Tuning Manager
software agent, custom reports are available to tailor the display of information for specific
needs. Custom reports help administrators quickly access a comprehensive view of a
particular object being monitored in the environment. For example, during a period of
degraded performance, custom reports can show real-time IOPS viewed from both the host
server and the storage subsystem, giving Exchange Server administrators an instant picture of
the I/O environment. Contrasting this information with historical data can help to quickly
highlight problem areas needing further investigation.
Tuning Manager software custom reports are generated through a wizard-driven interface that
prompts the user for specific information to tailor the data view. However, developing
effective custom reports requires a thorough understanding of the different Tuning Manager
software agent data models, and sufficient knowledge of the storage subsystem to be able to
interpret reported results. To bridge this gap between the raw performance data and affective
problem analysis, Hitachi Data Systems GSS consultants have developed a solution designed
specifically for the needs of Exchange Server support staff.

Hitachi Data Systems Global Solution Services
Even at the most effective organizations, the day-to-day challenge of managing complex
storage infrastructures can stretch IT staff to the limit. New solutions run the risk of becoming
shelf-ware if administrators do not have the time to effectively deploy and get to know the
technology.
Hitachi Data Systems GSS group understands the tremendous challenge of managing today’s
storage infrastructures and has developed specific services to help IT staff install, configure,
customize, and come up to speed on new technologies and solutions, in a fraction of the time
it would take a person to perform these tasks on their own. GSS specialists will help deploy
new solutions to meet specific business requirements, upgrade existing technologies to
accommodate changing workloads, solve performance problems, and perform capacity
planning to ensure future growth is accommodated without infrastructure disruption.

Tuning Manager Software Implementation Services
To help organizations gain the maximum benefit from Tuning Manager software, in the
shortest possible time, GSS has developed a service offering specifically designed to help
administrators rapidly come up to speed with the software’s capabilities. During the shortterm engagement GSS engineers ensure Tuning manager software is installed and configured
correctly and perform a knowledge transfer enabling IT staff to benefit immediately from
access to the data in Tuning Manager software reports.
The Implementation Service for Hitachi HiCommand® Tuning Manager software provides
installation and configuration of Tuning Manager software, and validation for up to five
RAID agents and up to ten host agents for data collection and reporting by the management
server for up to five storage systems and up to ten hosts.
As part of the Tuning Manager implementation service, GSS consultants conduct a three-day
workshop with customer technical staff. The workshop provides in-depth training on
successful Tuning Manager software installation and configuration processes, in addition to a
comprehensive overview of the software’s functionality and its architecture. After completing

the service, IT staff are able to use Tuning Manager software to tune the storage environment
and more efficiently manage growth by monitoring, reporting, and forecasting capacity and
performance.

Custom Reports Module for Microsoft Exchange Server
For immediate identification of host device performance problems with Microsoft Exchange
Server applications, the GSS implementation service offers an optional Custom Reports
Module for Microsoft Exchange Server. With this module, GSS installs and configures
Tuning Manager software Custom Performance Reporter user reports specifically designed to
diagnose Exchange Server performance problems.
The Custom Reports Module engagement begins by tracking device allocations at the
Exchange Server host into the storage system. During this process, all storage resources used
by the host are identified and profiled. This information is then fed into custom Tuning
Manager report templates and the results are analyzed to determine the cause of the
performance problem. In addition to resolving specific issues, GSS specialists teach
administrators how to interpret data in the custom Tuning Manager software reports and
methodically diagnose future performance problems.

Exchange Server Custom Reporting Methodology
The GSS Custom Reports Module for Microsoft Exchange Server is designed to help
administrators identify and measure key host and storage performance metrics. Uniquely
identifying the location of Exchange databases and logs on the storage system, GSS
consultants give Exchange administrators the information they need to track ongoing
compliance with best practice thresholds.
The Tuning Manager custom reports offer a single source for all performance data, supporting
a drill down methodology for quickly analyzing and resolving performance issues. By
aligning host and storage performance with best practice thresholds defined by Microsoft and
Hitachi Data Systems, administrators can ensure Exchange Server is always functioning
within defined guidelines.

Mapping LUNs to Array Groups and Ports
The first step in analyzing performance is to identify all storage resources used by the
Exchange Server database and log files. GSS consultants combine information from the
Microsoft Exchange Server Best Practices Analyzer Tool with array group and port data from
Tuning Manager software RAID Map reports.

Figure 3. Microsoft Exchange Server best Practices Analyzer Tool.
The Tuning Manager software RAID Map details allocations on the storage subsystem
showing file system identifier, port name, channel adapter, LUN, LDEV, RAID group, RAID
level, and disk size and speed. This information is correlated with data from the Best Practices
tool and placed in an Excel spreadsheet to drive the performance analysis.

Figure 4. Tuning Manager software custom RAID map report for FCB Exchange Server
platform.

Drill Down Performance Analysis Using Tuning Manager Software
With a complete picture of the storage groups, message store, and logs used by Exchange
Server, GSS consultants customize report templates so that only relevant performance metrics

are displayed by Tuning Manager software. The reports show configuration and performance
data for the Exchange Server host and the storage subsystem.

Figure 5. Hitachi Tuning Manager software performance reports.
A browser-based interface to Tuning Manager software supports fast drill-down through the
performance data to highlight specific problem areas. GSS consultants use a flowchart-based
methodology when performing the analysis to further speed identification of problems.

Performance Analysis Flowchart

Figure 6. Hitachi Data Systems GSS Exchange Server Performance Analysis Flowchart.
The performance analysis flowchart offers a guide to diagnosing problems in the Exchange
Sever environment. The Tuning Manager user interface supports a step-through approach that
enables the GSS specialist and administrators to quickly drill down into the performance
metrics to determine the cause of a problem.
The first step of the analysis is to examine channel processor (CHP) utilization. The CHP
Busy metric must be below 50 percent to accommodate failover in an active-active port
balanced configuration. Note that, each port is connected to a CHP and each CHP is
connected to multiple ports. Exchange Server configurations will almost certainly use
multiple paths to the storage subsystem spread across multiple ports and multiple CHPs. This
allows for load balancing and failover in case of path outage. Spreading the I/O workload
across more ports can alleviate poor CHP utilization.
The Cache Write Pending (CWP) metric must be viewed in conjunction with the Side File
(SF) usage. The processes measured by these two metrics use the same cache pool and
together, they must never be allowed to approach 70 percent. Although CWP can get high
during load operations, in general, it must be kept below 25 percent. SF usage must not
exceed 10 percent. If CWP utilization is high it is necessary to spread the I/O load across
more array groups.
Array Group (AG) utilization can indicate problems when I/O requests are experiencing
excessive waits. The AG Busy metric must be kept below 50 percent to avoid waiting.
Excessive AG Busy is addressed by one of several options: installing faster disk drives;
configuring more disk per RAID group to spread individual disk I/O; adding RAID groups;
and switching to alternative RAID configurations, for example from RAID-5 to RAID-1+0.

Exchange Server Rules of Thumb and Best Practices
In addition to customized Tuning Manager software reports, GSS consultants have developed
specific rules of thumb and best practices to help administrators configure the Exchange
Server storage environment and measure performance. Although differences between
environments will always produce individual results, the key metrics identified by GSS
consultants provide a starting point when analyzing Exchange Server performance problems.
Metric Name

Type

Description

Normal
Value

Bad
Value

View

I/O Rate

IOPS

I/Os per second

Read Rate

Read IOPS

I/Os per second

See IOPS and Capacity
Guidelines section

Write Rate

Write IOPS

I/Os per second

Read Block Size

Avg Disk Bytes/Read

Bytes transferred per I/O

4096

N/A

Host

Write Block Size

Avg Disk Bytes/Write

Bytes transferred per I/O

4096

N/A

Host

Database Read Response
Time
Database Write Response
Time
Log Read Response Time

Avg Disk Sec/Read

Read I/O response (Millisecond)

10 to 20

> 20

Host

Avg Disk Sec/Read

Write I/O response (Millisecond)

10 to 20

> 20

Host, Port

Avg Disk Sec/Write

Read I/O response (Millisecond)

2 to 5

>5

Host, Port

Log Write Response Time

Avg Disk Sec/Write

Write I/O response (Millisecond)

5 to 10

> 10

Host, Port

Average Queue Length

Avg Disk Queue
Length

Average Number of disk requests
queued for execution on one
specific LUN

1 to 8
8 is the Max
Qdepth value

>8

Read Hit Ratio

Read Hit %

% of Read I/Os satisfied from
Cache

25 to 50

< 25

Host
(Max Qdepth may
vary with different
hardware settings)
RAID Group

Storage
Storage
Storage

Write Hit Ratio

Write Hit %

100%
(0% on USP)
1% to 50%

< 100%

RAID Group

RAID Group
Utilization Rate

% of Write I/Os satisfied from
Cache
Percentage of the RAID Group
Utilization

Average RAID Group
Utilization

> 50%

RAID Group

Average Port Processor
Utilization

Port Processor
Utilization Rate

Percentage of the Port Processor
Utilization

1% to 50%

> 50%

Port

Average Write Pending

Write Pending Rate

Percentage of the Cache used for
Write Pending

1% to 25%

> 25%

Cache

Figure 7. Hitachi Data Systems GSS Rules of Thumb for Microsoft Exchange Server.

IOPS and Capacity Guidelines
When discussing Microsoft Exchange Server best practice configuration considerations it
helps to have a concrete example to refer to. In the discussions below the environmental
baseline is a four-node Exchange Server cluster, each node having four CPUs. The Exchange
Server cluster is configured as three mailbox server
nodes and one failover node—a conventional 3+1
setup.
The Exchange Server cluster generates 6000 storage
subsystem IOPS. Assuming a conservative read-write
ratio of 2:1 and RAID-10 disk configuration, each
Exchange Server host IOPS will generate 1.33 IOPS
at the storage subsystem. Thus, 6000 storage
subsystem IOPS is equivalent to 4500 IOPS at the
Exchange Server. The Microsoft Exchange
environment accesses 2TB of storage. Each server has
four storage groups— one storage group per CPU—
and has one RAID group allocated per storage group.
Exchange users typically generate between 0.2 and 1.0
IOPS, although features like Exchange Journaling—
used in compliance solutions—and Blackberry
Enterprise Server inevitably increase IOPS. Blackberry users typically increase IOPS by three
to five times per user.
To determine whether 10,000 RPM (10K) or 15,000 RPM (15K) drives should be configured
it is necessary to assess the balance between total required capacity and total IOPS. In the
example scenario, each of the 12 active storage groups must be able to process a minimum of
500 IOPS. A RAID-10 (2+2) configuration using four 10K drives will only provide 400
IOPS—four HDDs * 100 IOPS per HDD. If it is important to use 10K disk drives, the
requirement for 500 IOPS demands that eight drives be used—eight HDDs * 100 IOPS per
HDD delivers 800 IOPS per storage group. Alternatively, a configuration that uses four 15K
drives will satisfy the IOPS requirement, delivering 600 IOPS—four drives * 150 IOPS per
HDD. Note that the performance numbers for the different drive types were achieved in the
Hitachi Data Systems lab using the Microsoft JetStress workload simulation tool.
IOPS is just one part of the equation when determining the storage configuration for
Microsoft Exchange. From a capacity standpoint, the example scenario requires 166GB of
disk space for each storage group—2TB of storage divided by 12 storage groups.

Figure 7. Acceptable disk drive capacity configuration options, Note how a minor change in
drive type or the number of drives can have a dramatic effect on the available performance
and storage capacity for the Exchange environment.
If budget is a significant issue, tiered storage configurations can allow older messages to be
archived to more cost effective storage resources. For example, lowering the active messaging
requirement from 166GB to 144GB per storage group will allow four 72GB 15K drives to
satisfy the Exchange Server storage requirements—144GB total capacity using RAID-10
(2+2)) and delivering 600 IOPS per storage group.
So, for the example scenario, taking into account Exchange Server log files and configuring
for RAID-10 (2+2), the disk drive configuration will require 60 146GB 15K disk drives—four
drives per storage group, 12 storage groups, and an additional four drives per server for the
log files. This configuration will satisfy the capacity and IOPS performance requirements of
the Exchange Server environment.

Growth Considerations
Scalability is always a factor when sizing server environments for enterprise applications and
Exchange Server is no different. However, because of the complex relationship between IOPS
and storage capacity, it pays to be aware of the impact the initial configuration can have on
future growth.
In the example scenario, a requirement for additional capacity can have unexpected
consequences for IOPS. The configuration uses four 146GB 15K drives set for RAID-10
(2+2) providing 292GB capacity and 600 IOPS per storage group. If additional capacity is
needed, the next step up is to eight 146GB 10K drives, giving 582GB capacity but only 800
IOPS. Although storage capacity has doubled, IOPS only increase by 30 percent.
Because of the uneven relationship between capacity and IOPS, it is not uncommon for
Exchange Server environments to use 72GB 15K drives that remain 50 percent unallocated.
This allows capacity and IOPS workload requirements to be met.

Configuration Considerations
Each Fibre Channel port on the Hitachi TagmaStore™ Universal Storage Platform can deliver
2500 IOPS. In the example configuration, each server must be able to process 2000 IOPS—
three active servers processing a total of 6000 IOPS—so one port per server will be sufficient.
The failover node must also be configured with fibre channel connectivity and if a server node
is used for backup or utilities it will require two additional ports.
Each Array Control Pair (ACP) on the Universal Storage Platform can support 15,500 IOPS.
In the example configuration, each server generates 2000 IOPS. Given this configuration, one
ACP can support up to seven servers—15,500 divided by 2000 IOPS per server—more than
sufficient for the Exchange platform and a backup and utility server.
If average user mailbox size does not exceed multi-gigabytes, it is recommended that RAID10 (2+2) be used for Exchange Server storage groups. Universal Storage Platform LDEVs can
be LUSEd together to increase capacity and performance, to a maximum of six LDEVs per
LUSE. This process will only allow for three parity groups before other limiting factors are
encountered. Rotating the LDEVs allows each parity group to be used before any are
reused—for example 1,2,3,1,2,3 not 1,1,2,2,3,3. And parity groups must not be shared for
more than one set of databases.
Microsoft Exchange Server relies heavily on RAM for efficient processing. For servers with
greater then 1GB of RAM, Hitachi Data Systems recommends using the /3GB switch
configuration documented by Microsoft. This setting increases the amount of virtual memory

available for Exchange Server processes, reducing the potential for memory fragmentation
problems.
The Exchange Server logs generate approximately 10 percent of the Exchange database IOPS.
Logging is write-intensive, so RAID-10 is preferred over RAID-5. And the log parity group
can be shared between multiple log volume groups. For example, all four log volumes can be
assigned to the LDEVs from a single RAID-10 (2+2) parity group.

Figure 8. Sample Microsoft Exchange Server configuration.

FCB, GSS, and Tuning Manager Software Custom
Reports
At FCB, the storage needs of multiple enterprise applications, including Exchange Server, are
satisfied by the Universal Storage Platform from Hitachi Data Systems. FCB approached
Hitachi Data Systems GSS consultants to help determine the cause of periodic performance
problems affecting the mainframe-based ATM application and to assess the health of the
Microsoft Windows-based Exchange Server environment.
During the Tuning Manager software Custom Reporting Service engagement, GSS
consultants determined that, although these applications were operating on separate platforms,
they were, in fact, intertwined in the storage infrastructure. Analysis showed that the
workload from one application was having a detrimental impact on performance of the other.

Immediate Return on Investment
Initial analysis of the storage infrastructure using the methodology developed by GSS
consultants, determined that storage resources being used by Exchange Server were also
shared by the ATM application. The degraded performance experienced by the mainframebased ATM application was traced to cache flooding during backup processing on the
messaging platform.

Partitioning the Universal Storage Platform, to ensure the mainframe and Windows workloads
did not interact, and spreading the Exchange Server load over more disks, resolved the ATM
application performance issues. This solution alone produced a near-immediate return on
investment. By eliminating the performance degradation that caused downtime to the ATM
application, FCB recouped the cost of investment in Tuning Manager software and the GSS
engagement in less than two weeks.

Exchange Server Performance
In addition to ATM application response time, FCB Exchange Server users were also
experiencing performance problems. Reports of slow Microsoft Outlook calendar
performance, excessive dialog box waits when communicating with Exchange Server, delays
moving between folders in Outlook, and waits populating the Outlook preview pane were
common.
Analysis of the FCB Exchange Server environment by GSS consultants, using custom reports
generated by Tuning Manager software, showed that the Exchange Server storage design was
not optimal, and was causing a variety of performance problems.

Figure 9. Hitachi Data Systems GSS Excel spreadsheet correlating Exchange Server disks
with storage infrastructure resources.
Using the Excel spreadsheet correlating Exchange Server disk allocations to storage
infrastructure resources, GSS consultants customized Tuning Manager report templates,
enabling administrators to drill down into the performance metrics for the messaging system.
The analysis revealed that the storage system was showing greater than 10ms read response
times and greater than 20ms write response times. Using the rules of thumb for Exchange
Server, GSS tuned the FCB messaging environment to bring response times in line with enduser SLA requirements, making a noticeable difference in overall performance.

Figure 10. Tuning Manager software custom report showing Exchange Server read response
time on disks identified by the Excel spreadsheet.
Analysis of the information reported by Tuning Manager software revealed multiple
Exchange Server infrastructure issues. These included: mapping multiple Exchange Server
log and database storage groups to the same fibre channel port; unbalanced read and write
response times between the three FCB Exchange servers; and fibre channel port sharing
between the failover server and another I/O intensive enterprise application. This last item,
although not causing a problem during day-to-day processing, would degrade end-user
performance during a failover.

Figure 11. Tuning Manager software custom report showing Exchange Server IOPS on disks
identified by the Excel spreadsheet.
The custom reports created by GSS consultants generated significant discussion within the
FCB Exchange Server support organization. For the first time, administrators were able to
view feedback from the complete I/O path, end-to-end.

Making Microsoft Exchange Best Practices Work
With reports to monitor messaging environment performance and the knowledge to
understand the metrics being displayed, GSS consultants provided FCB IT administrators
with the tools needed to ensure Exchange Server stays within best practices thresholds. And,
the drill down methodology used to analyze the reported data will significantly ease the
identification of trouble areas when diagnosing performance problems in the future.
Although DSS engineers are continually under pressure from the unprecedented growth of the
enterprise messaging environment, the Tuning Manage software customer report service from
Hitachi Data Systems GSS rapidly brought administrators up to speed on Exchange Server
performance monitoring. The service ensures that customers gain the maximum benefit from
Tuning Manager software in the shortest amount of time possible.
To learn more about how Hitachi Data Systems can help with Exchange Server performance
analysis and to read more about Tuning Manager software and the custom reporting service,
please visit www.hds.com or call Hitachi Data Systems at 888 234 5601, ext.950, to explore
an engagement that will result in the optimal solution for your Exchange Server storage needs.
(Hitachi Data Systems Channel Partners should contact their Channel Managers for
information.)

